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Alik is a mathematician and data scientist, and holds a Master’s
degree in Mathematics from the University of Toronto, as well as the
CFA designation. Alik has extensive practical experience with machine
learning, with a career focus in applying and creating machine learning
algorithms to tackle problems within the financial services industry.
As a lead data scientist at Deloitte, he has built models and led teams that created envelope-pushing
solutions in banking, using advanced techniques to tackle complex business problems.
Alik is also involved with enterprise analytics and AI strategy, both internally for Deloitte and with
large Canadian enterprises, helping define AI strategy, talent models, toolset & best practice choices
for machine learning groups.
Alik has also created courses teaching data science and machine learning that have been delivered
to hundreds of Deloitte practitioners, Deloitte clients, as well as his students through a course he
delivers at the University of Toronto.

DESCRIPTION:
Credit origination is the longest-standing usage of AI in financial services, and despite its long and rich
history it is evolving to this day. We will discuss the technical aspects of credit risk modeling in detail,
including the mathematical techniques and technologies used in modern day credit risk modeling.
We will also discuss innovative financial products, and how the field of Credit Risk Modeling will
evolve with changing technologies, attitudes, and regulations, and how AI plays into the design of
financial products and services.

TOPICS:
•
•
•

Mathematical background and common modeling approaches, ranging from linear methods to
deep learning
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each methodology under regulatory or technological
constraints
Discuss how modern AI plays into the design of financial products and services, and how the
industry is responding to new opportunities created by AI

Fecha
4 y 5 de Abril 2019

SEDE:

Horario

Hotel JW Marriot
Santa Fe

10:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Duración:
12 horas

Costo

Av Sta Fe 160, Santa Fe, Col Santa Fe,
01219 Ciudad de México, CDMX

$25,000.00 m.n. + I.V.A.
(veinticinco mil pesos) más I.V.A.

•

Opciones de pago

Residentes
México

e

instituciones

establecidas

en

Transferencia o depósito bancario
Nombre: RiskMathics Financial Innovation, S.C.
Banco: BBVA Bancomer, S.A.
CLABE: 012180001649665030
Cuenta: 0164966503
•

Residentes e instituciones establecidas
en el extranjero
Transferencia bancaria en dólares
Banco: BBVA Bancomer, S.A.
Sucursal: 0956
SWIFT: BCMRMXMM
Nombre: RiskMathics Financial Innovation, S.C.
Cuenta: 012180001649665629

•

Pago vía telefónica
Tarjeta de crédito
VISA, MASTERCARD o AMERICAN EXPRESS

•

Pago en línea

www.riskmathics.com
NOTA IMPORTANTE: No hay reembolsos, ni
devoluciones.

Registro e
Inscripciones
teléfonos: (+52) 55 5536 4325
y (+52) 55 5669 4729
Email: derivatives@riskmathics.com

